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COMPANY PROFILE

DISTRIBUTORS OF NEW & USED METAL FABRICATION EQUIPMENT
Serving Canada and the U.S. since 1987 Empire Machinery & Tools Ltd. in Winnipeg, Manitoba distributes quality new and used 
sheet metal equipment and metal fabrication machinery.

Empire has a complete in-house service department with experienced service techs available in Manitoba and Ontario for 
off-site service anywhere in Canada.

We accept trade-ins and sell on consignment so used machinery is thoroughly checked, serviced and available with a 30 Day 
Used Used Equipment Guarantee.

New sheet metal machinery and metal fabrication equipment is in stock in both Winnipeg, Manitoba and Toronto, Ontario. 
Check our web-site by machine category for all the equipment distributed by Empire and Request a Quote.

Empire stocks spot welding tips, degalvanizer and a full range of metal fabrication tools. If you are working with metal, Empire 
Machinery & Tools is here to help!

Empire’s 18,000 sq. ft. office & warehouse located in Winnipeg’s Brookside Industrial Park just minutes from the airport

Reception area                                                                             Warehouse & Service                                                                 Showroom

20 Ton overhead crane provides 
safe & easy handling of equipment
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AD-R SERIES PRESS BRAKES
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AD-R SERIES PRESS BRAKES FEATURES

OVERSIZED RAM GUIDES
Long rectangular shaped guides assure stable, smooth, and secure ram
positioning. Conventional machines can typical have these guides
mounted on the inside of the frames resulting in obstructions to full length
acute angle bends.

QUICK-SET FRONT SHEET SUPPORTS
Rugged support arms with disappearing stops are mounted on a linear
guide rail system. This allows “fingertip” lateral adjustment as required
by the bend length of the part. They are also equipped with side gauges
for the fast, easy, and accurate feeding of parts; small or large.
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AD-R SERIES PRESS BRAKES FEATURES

BACK GAUGE
X axis (finger depth) is set automatically via the program. The fingers
are mounted on a linear guide for quick, easy, and accurate lateral
positioning. A hand crank is located at the top of each finger for height
adjustment. Programmable R axis (finger height) is optional.

AIR BENDING FORCE CHART

UNIVERSAL BOX FORMING STYLE 
PUNCH CLAMPS
Up to 245 tons. A universal wedge style punch clamp accepts either
American or European style punches. Because of their deep sectioned
characteristics, they are very useful in deep box forming. The ability to
form deep boxes with standard height punches is allowed. They are
designed with an indesigned with an integrated wedge that allows vertical adjustment due
to tool or ram.

The bending force (tonnage) figures listed above are based on mild steel with a tensile
strength of 60,000 psi. To calculate the approximate bending force requirements for
other materials, please use the following multipliers:

Soft Brass                                                              Tons Per Foot x 50%
Soft Aluminum                                                    Tons Per Foot x 50%
Heat Treated Aluminum Alloys                      Tons Per Foot x 100%
Stainless SStainless Steel                                                     Tons Per Foot x 150%

*Based on bending to an included angle of 88 degrees. This dimension will increase 
when bending to an included angle of less than 88 degrees. A36 steel requires a safety 
multiplier of 1.33 (80,000 psi) to the chart.

T = Material Thickness
V = V-Opening
MF = Minimum Flange Length
IR = Inside Radius
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AD-R SERIES PRESS BRAKES OPTIONAL FEATURES

X/R STYLE BACK GAUGE
With the X/R style back gauge, the height of the back gauge is
programmable in addition to the depth. This is very useful for changes
in die height, extreme crowning settings, and for gauging to a flange
that may be a different height than the die.

SHIMLESS BENDING
Both manual and automatic controlled crowning systems are available. The manual style is equipped with single point
adjustment and position readout. In the case of the CNC type the setting is automatically calculated and set from normal
program information. Different than manual crowning, the position is automatically set via CNC.

 
SAFETY
Due to the multiple purpose use of press brakes, point of operation
guarding is the responsibility of the machine buyer/user. For this reason
we offer the Akas ram mounted “laser” style point of operation guard.
The system is based off of the location of the punch tip. Simply by
pressing a butpressing a button (ADS Series) the system travels down and �finds the safe
setting relevant to the punch being used at the time.
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AD-R SERIES PRESS BRAKES CONTROL UNITS
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AD-R SERIES PRESS BRAKES TOOLING & TOOL CLAMPING

DURMA LASER
HARDENED TOOLING

Typically machines 350 tons and over
are equipped as standard with an 
American style punch clamp and a large
multi-vee table with five or more
v-openings. The opening siv-openings. The opening sizes are
dependent on the machine tonnage.

PRECISION GROUND
EURO-STYLE TOOL PACKAGE

A very flexible and a�ffordable precision
ground tooling package is available. It
consists of a four way bottom die with
.625”/88° - .866”/88° - 1.37”/85° - 1.96”/
85° openings, a four w85° openings, a four way die holder, and
a 75 degree punch with .030 radius. The
longest punch or die is 32”.

LEVER-STYLE QUICK
RELEASE PUNCH CLAMPING

A push pull lever eliminates the need for
loosening and tightening bolts for punch
removal. This style does not allow
vertical loading/unloading of tools with
safety tang. safety tang. Available for European style
punches and is not self seating.

DURMA HYDRAULIC
PUNCH CLAMPING

Patented “easy slide” removal of the
punch. Built to withstand loads up to
330 tons per foot for demanding jobs
with heavy load over short area.

HYDRAULIC PUNCH CLAMPING

We o�ffer several styles of hydraulic
punch clamping. Each automatically
centers & seats the punch & allows
vertical removal. Setup times can be
dramatically reduced. It is available for
American & New Standard style American & New Standard style concepts.

NEW STANDARD STYLE

The New Standard concept is also
available. This concept is generally a
little harder and utilizes the patented
“hour glass” tang for self seating.

HYDRAULIC DIE CLAMPING

Hydraulic die clamping provides an
equally fast method of securing the
lower dies. It is available for both 
American and New Standard style dies.

AMERICAN STYLE TOOLING

Both precision ground and sectionalized
tooling, as well as conventional full
length style tooling is available.
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Specifications are approximate and subject to change without notice.

AD-R SERIES PRESS BRAKES SPECIFICATIONS
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Unlimited possibilities and features provide faster and quicker setups.
A wide assortment of material handling accessories and back gauge
configurations allow the ADS to cost-effectively produce the most
demanding parts.

AD-S SERIES
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OTHER DURMA PRESS BRAKES

Durma press brakes guarantee precision, low maintenance and operating costs, as well as long-term reliability. These features 
along with large investments in modern manufacturing equipment have made Durma the largest volume press brake producer 
in the world. All Durma press brakes are produced with modern design technology and incorporate rigid stress-relieved frames 
to increase your productivity with accurate part production. Demanding applications are easily achieved. A broad offering of 
sizes and features satisfy nearly all economical requirements.
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COMPANY PROFILE

DURMA AIMS FOR CONTINUOUS DEVELOPMENT
DURMA’s large investment in machining centers and production equipment, as well as its  ISO-certified factories totaling 
1,350,000 square feet and 1,000 employees, make one of the world's largest, efficient and most contemporary facilities in 
the world. 

In order to offer customer solutions and further develop patents, the Durma Research and Development center opened in 
2010. Fifty engineers were added over the last two years.

Designed and engineered with modern Designed and engineered with modern technology, Durma products are equipped with high quality and proven readily 
available components.

Established in 1956, Durma has vast experience in building and supplying quality products. With over 60,000 machines 
delivered worldwide, Durma has earned a reputation as a supplier of innovative “value oriented” solutions.

Your partner today, tomorrow, and forever.
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